RENOWNED CANADIAN HUNTING PERSONALITY JIM SHOCKEY RELIES ON THE ARGO
Jim Shockey has spent the last 33 years as a hunting guide and outfitter in the Yukon and other parts of
western Canada, and has always appreciated what the Argo has to offer. As an Official Argo Outfitter
Partner, Shockey currently commands a fleet of 19 vehicles at his Yukon camps, where in summer and
fall guests pay upwards of US $25,000 for a 10 day hunt (two days of transport and eight days in the
field).
"With countless Argos in my remote, wilderness Yukon big game camps, I've come to appreciate the goanywhere performance of these amazing machines. When I traded in all of my horses for Argos, I
wondered whether it was the right decision. There is no doubt in my mind, Argo is the way to go!"
comments Shockey.

CUSTOMISED BY THE HUNTER, FOR THE HUNTER
Working closely with Ontario Drive & Gear Ltd. back in 2007, Shockey and the Argo Design and
Engineering Teams created the ultimate hunting machine to give hunters the edge in reliability, power,
comfort and convenience.
"Imagine loading four hunters, all their gear, and a quartered and caped moose (and a 60-inch set of
antlers) aboard one vehicle and driving back to camp, across creeks, through swamps, up and down hills.
The vehicle you've just imagined is real. It's an Argo,” notes Shockey.

"No matter where you hunt big game, whether it's deer in the Back 40, elk in the mountains, or moose
in the hinterlands, there's nothing quite like being able to get there in an Argo. While we use ATV's in my
hunting territories as well, the Argos are our go-to vehicle when the going gets tough or the load gets
heavy. They're simply the best.” continues Shockey.
Watch Jim’s Argos in action on future episodes of Jim Shockey's Hunting Adventures on the Wild TV
Network www.wildtv.ca and Jim Shockey's Uncharted on the Outdoor Channel
www.outdoorchannel.com.

